We used Fíonta to help with ad hoc Salesforce and Fonteva Support. They would quickly reply and fix all issues we emailed them. They also provided us feedback to help our organization. They have always been upfront and clear with billing, issues, recommendations, etc. We planning on using Fíonta for the foreseeable future.

Christina Gonzalez, Coin Laundry Association

Great project together - couldn’t have asked for a better experience!
Heidi Turley, Risk Management Association

Fíonta was a great partner during a large reconfiguration project in which we made significant changes to our data model and cleaned up a ton of data. They helped us problem solve around many issues we had been having and were full of great ideas. Our data is more actionable and easier to find and utilize than ever before. And everyone was extremely nice and pleasant to work with.

Michael Burke, Council for a Strong America

We had a hard deadline for the implementation of Pardot. I was very clear about this from the beginning and Fíonta designed a plan that met our needs and timeline. It was a team effort, but we launched on-time with a small amount of budget left over for additional services.

Greg Hubbard, United Soccer Coaches